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ABSTRACT In this paper we determine the optimal values of Fractal Dimensions of spherical agglomerates of different primary particles like clay, soot, sand etc using experimentally calculated values of permeability for these materials. Agglomerates are irregularlyshaped particles composed of several primary (spherical) particles having much smaller size. The structure of a fractal aggregate is characterized by its fractal dimension, Df, which is a measure of how particles fill the space in the considered aggregate. We apply genetic operators on a random population of Df values to arrive at an optimal value of Df for the corresponding material. In our case, the material in consideration is common clay. This optimum value of Df can then be used for accurate prediction of motion parameters and viscosity of the considered suspension.



INTRODUCTION Agglomerates are clusters of much smaller spherical primary particles. Agglomerates are normally formed by coagulation of primary particles, as for example flocks of solid sediments in liquids, soot aggregates discharged by motor engines, etc. Agglomerates’ structure information governs mass and size distributions, which are related to the macroscopic system behavior and properties, as for example suspension viscosity, mechanical, electrical, optical, physico-chemical, etc. Fluid flow relative to aggregates composed of small particles is of interest in aggregation, filtration and sedimentation processes. Most of the researchers till now have considered fractal agglomerates as homogeneous spherical particles. However there is now considerable evidence that the structure of aggregates is nonhomogeneous. In this light all predictions must incorporate the non-homogenous character for accurate prediction of the involved parameters. Taking into account the non-homogeneous character of agglomerates we need sizes and explicit positions of the primary particles within the aggregates for calculating the viscous drag and parameters of motion for fractal agglomerates suspended in a shear flow. Genetic Algorithms Term Project
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This can be done in two ways: 1. Numerical reconstruction using algorithms to fit microscopic (TEM) observations 2. Viewing the fractal agglomerates as continuum bodies permeable to the surrounding medium. The Numerical Reconstruction method does not fare well for agglomerates of low porosity and those with higher number of primary particles. The results from both the methods are comparable wherever both are applicable. The second method being applicable over large range of porosity and number of primary particles, is the method of our choice. This approach requires -i) Ns : the total number of the primary particles composing the agglomerate ii) Df: fractal dimension iii) kf :prefactor



The general approach for predicting the motion parameters involves the following approach : For a given aggregate the permeability K can be calculated experimentally. From this the fractal dimension can be calculated using some standard relations. Using these values of Df we can calculate the Brinkman factor which is used to calculate the various motion parameters of the suspension and the changed viscosity of the suspension. Till now all the work that has been done in this field using either the continuum or numerical method has led to only led to a range of values for Df. Actually the range of values of Df depends upon the mechanism of growth of the agglomerates. ClusterCluster mechanism leads to smaller values of Df whereas Particle-Cluster mechanism leads to higher values of Df. Considering all factors the overall range of Df is 1-3. As permeability is available in range we get the values of Df as a range. So without the actual values the predicted motion parameters often do not tally with those observed. So here we have optimized the value of Df using genetic algorithm. As a result the brinkman factor can be accurately calculated for any suspension of fractal agglomerates and its motion parameters can be accurately calculated.
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Mathematical Relations Consider a rigid porous agglomerate moving in an infinite linear shear flow U∞(x) (see Fig. 1). The agglomerate may generally have translation and rotational velocities relative to the fluid. Fluid inertia forces are considered negligible.



Here : r0 – Radius of larger fractal aggregate ds/ as-- Radius of primary particles



The following relations have been used:



1. Fractal Dimension is given by:



Ns = kf (ro/as) Df



2. Prefactor is given by:



kf = 0.414Df – 0.2111
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3. Local Volume Fraction in the Aggregate:



4. Average Internal Void Fraction:



γ = (Ns)1-3/ Df



γ1--(1-- o)e-- λ φ



5. Shielding Coefficient: 6. Permeability:



φ(r) = (kf Df/3) (ro/as) (Df –3)



where, o = 0.4, λ = 10



f(γ) = k/as2 = 2/(9 γ3)x(3—4.5 γ + 4.5 γ5 -- 3 γ6) )/( 3+ 2 γ5)



7. Brinkman’s parameter:



β= (γ/ kf)1/( Df—3) f-1/2(γ)



Working Principle Our target is to reach at a particular value of Df for a given fractal agglomerate. For the suspension of fractal agglomerates chosen we know the value of permeability and the range of values the Df can take. So using a random value of Df chosen from within its range we get a value of Ns for the agglomerate. In this, an initial population of Ns is created by generating different values of Df, within the range :– (1 – 3), using the random function. Then for each value of Ns, Df, γ andγare calculated to get the value of permeability k. Using the given value of permeability the fitness of each solution is calculated. Then selection, crossover and mutation are carried out on this generation to obtain the next generation of values and the cycle is repeated till the fitness value is minimized and Df value converges.
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Elements of GA used and their advantages: Coding: Real Coded In real coded GAs crossover and mutation operators are applied directly to real parameter values instead of using a via binary approach of the binary coded GAs. Advantages of Real coded GA  a) Binary coded GA face difficulties when handling continuous search space such as Hamming cliffs.  b) Binary coded GAs are unable to achieve arbitrary precision in the optimal solution. In binary GAs the string length has to be specified a priori to achieve a certain level of precision. The more the required precision the more the string length. For large string lengths the population size requirements also large and so increases the computational complexity manifold. Moreover the variable bounds must be known for the decision variables. But that information might not be available.  c) In Real coded GAs decision variables can be directly used for computing the fitness.  d) Since the selection operator uses only fitness values any selection operator used in Binary GAs can be used in the Real coded GA also.



Selection: Tournament selection In a Tournament selection tournaments are played between 2 solutions and the better solution is chosen and placed in the mating pool. Then two other solutions are chosen and same is done. If carried out systematically it will result in each solution being part of a selection twice. The best solution in a population will win both times and the worst will loose both times. Thus any solution in a population will have 2,1 or 0 copies of itself in the mating pool with better solutions standing a better chance of survival. Advantages of Tournament Selection  a) Simple to implement  b) Proven by Goldberg and Deb 1991 that it has better or equivalent convergence and time complexity properties when compared to any other reproduction operator.
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Crossover: Blend Crossover It is a self adaptive crossover scheme. The location of the offspring depends on the difference in the parent solutions. Thus if the difference between the parent solutions is small then the difference between the offspring and the parent solutions is small too and vice versa. This implies that if the diversity of the parent population is large then the diversity in the offspring population is large too and vice versa.



C(1,t+1)=(1- γi)*C(1,t)+ γi*C(2,t) Mutation: Non- Uniform Mutation In Non-Uniform Mutation the probability of creating a solution closer to the parent is more than the probability of creating one away from it. However as the generations proceed, this probability of creating solutions closer to the parents, increases. Thus this scheme behaves as a uniform distribution initially but later it converges rapidly and thus allows for a more focused search.



Mi(1,t+1)=Xi(1,t+1)+*(Xi(r1)-Xi(r2))*(1-r3(1-t/tmax)^b)
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Mathematica Code Clear[Df]; Clear[Ns]; Clear[]; Clear[]; Clear[]; Clear[k]; Clear[f]; Clear[S]; Clear[c]; Clear[c1]; Clear[M]; Array[Df,30]; Array[Ns,30]; Array[Kf,30]; Array[,30]; Array[,30]; Array[,30]; Array[k,30]; Array[f,{2,30}]; Array[c,{2,30}]; Array[c1,30]; Array[S,{3,30}]; Array[M,{2,30}]; Array[val,100]; Array[full,{30,100}]; Input["Give the value of r0"] ; Input["Give the value of as"] ; Input["Give the value of pb"] ; Pc = 0.8; Pm = 0.7; b=2; g=0; For[i=30,i1,i--,{S[3,i]=0,c[2,i]=0,M[2,i]=0}]



(*initializing generation index*)



(*generation of initial random population*) For[i=1, i30, i++,Df[i]=Random[Real,{1,3}]] For[i=1,i30,i++,Kf[i]=(0.414*Df[i]-0.2111)] For[i=1,i30,i++,Ns[i]=Round[Kf[i]*(r0/as)^(Df[i])]] For[i=1,i30,i++,[i]=(Ns[i])^(1-(3/Df[i]))] For[i=1,i30,i++,[i]=Kf[i]*(Df[i]/3)*(r0/as)^(Df[i]-3)] For[i=1,i30,i++,[i]=1-(1-0.4)*(^(-10*[i]))] Genetic Algorithms Term Project
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For[i=1,i30,i++, k[i]=((2*as^2)*(3-4.5*[i]+4.5*([i]^5)3*([i]^6))/(9*([i]^3)*[i]*(3+2*[i]^5)))] For[i=1,i30,i++,{f[1,i]=Abs[((pb)-k[i])*(10^11)],f[2,i]=0}] min=f[1,1] (*storing population with best or minimum fitness*) For[i=2,iPm,{If[Random[]
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(*updating new generation population for next iteration*) For[i=1,i30,i++,Kf[i]=(0.414*Df[i]-0.2111)], For[i=1,i30,i++,Ns[i]=Round[Kf[i]*(r0/as)^(Df[i])]], For[i=1,i30,i++,[i]=(Ns[i])^(1-(3/Df[i]))], For[i=1,i30,i++,[i]=Kf[i]*(Df[i]/3)*(r0/as)^(Df[i]-3)], For[i=1,i30,i++,[i]=1-(1-0.4)*(^(-10*[i]))], For[i=1,i30,i++, k[i]=((2*as^2)*(3-4.5*[i]+4.5*([i]^5)3*([i]^6))/(9*([i]^3)*[i]*(3+2*[i]^5)))], For[i=1,i30,i++,{f[1,i]=Abs[((pb)-k[i])*(10^11)],f[2,i]=0}], min=f[1,1], For[i=2,i


If[Mod[z,10]0,{ListPlot[{{k[1],Df[1]},{k[2],Df[2]},{k[3],Df[3]},{k[4],Df[4]},{k[5],Df[5]},{k [6],Df[6]},{k[7],Df[7]},{k[8],Df[8]},{k[9],Df[9]},{k[10],Df[10]},{k[11],Df[11]},{k[12],Df[12] },{k[13],Df[13]},{k[14],Df[14]},{k[15],Df[15]},{k[16],Df[16]},{k[17],Df[17]},{k[18],Df[18]}, {k[19],Df[19]},{k[20],Df[20]},{k[21],Df[21]},{k[22],Df[22]},{k[23],Df[23]},{k[24],Df[24]},{ k[25],Df[25]},{k[26],Df[26]},{k[27],Df[27]},{k[28],Df[28]},{k[29],Df[29]},{k[30],Df[30]}},Ti cks{{1.5*10^-11,1.75*10^-11,1.85*10^-11,1.9*10^-11,1.95*10^-11,2*10^11},Automatic},AxesLabelTraditionalForm/@{k values,Df values},TextStyle{FontFamily"Times",FontSize12},GridLinesAutomatic,Frame>True,FrameStyle{{RGBColor[0,1,0]},{RGBColor[0,1,1]}},TextStyle{FontSlant"Plain",F ontSize11},AxesStyle{RGBColor[0,0,1]},PlotStyle{Hue[0.9],PointSize[0.02]}]}] For[q=1,q


(*main loop ends*)



Array[f,{2,30}] min Array[val,100] Array[k,30] Array[Ns,30] Array[Df,30]
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Results Input:



r0 = 0.5*10^-6 ; as = 25*10^-9 ; pb =2*10^-11



Output: Initial Random Population Values: a) Ns values



{6689,117,316,179,841,14,46,7321,350,407,394,905,17,253,5,30,4,113,37,1069,110,415 9,763,43,139,247,13,2269,1500,93} b) Df values



{2.93847,1.79869,2.06781,1.91345,2.34043,1.26178,1.55973,2.96495,2.09594,2.13775, 2.12871,2.36131,1.30974,2.00709,1.02864,1.44933,1.01504,1.79028,1.49986,2.40859,1 .78397,2.79949,2.31312,1.53731,1.8455,2.0008,1.24531,2.62386,2.50507,1.73902} c) K values



3.52099  10 , 4.02864  10 , 5.4561  10 , 1.83505  10 , 4.34727  10 , 1.79948  10 18



12



19



13



11



12



11



12



13



13



12



13



14



11



14



5.84068  10 , 4.29145  10 , 2.97223  10 , 3.22146  10 , 3.52103  10 , 1.91142  10 12



11



14



12



1.79009  10 , 1.06135  10 , 4.2187  10 , 1.63549  10 , 2.17102  10 , 4.35791  10 13



11



15



d) Fitness values



,



13



, 3.36582  10



, 8.9821  10



16



, 1.79766  10



15



1.47026  10 , 2.95191  10 , 9.43078  10 , 1.68745  10 , 2.06033  10 , 7.83781  10



11



, 1.28372  10



11



e) Min fitness



0.513911
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14



, 5.7024  10



12



, 5.71597  10



{{2.,1.59714,1.94544,1.8165,1.99565,0.200517,0.716277,2.,1.95709,1.97028,1.96779,1. 99648,0.0885836,1.91018,1.66342,0.209914,1.89386,1.57813,0.364508,1.99783,1.5642 1,1.99998,1.9943,0.529741,1.70481,1.90569,0.312546,1.99979,1.99922,1.4284}
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,



Graphs generated after every 10 generations :



1.4 1.38 1.36 1.34



k values  11



 11



 11



 11



 11



 11 11



1.7 1.75 10 1.8 10 1.85 10 1.9 10 1.95 10  10 2 10 2.05  10 11



Df values 1.39 1.38 1.37 1.36 1.35  11  11  11 11 1.8  101.85  101.9  101.95  10211 102.05  1011



1.3711 1.371 1.3709 1.3708 1.3707 1.3706



k values



 11 11 11 11  11  11 1.9975 210 2.0025 10 2.005  102.0075  10 2.01  102.0125  10 10 11



1.37099 1.37098 1.37098 1.37098 1.37098 1.37098 1.37098 11 1.99998 1.99999 1011  10211  102.00001 2.00002 10 11  10 11
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1.37098 1.37098 1.37098 1.37098 1.37098



k values 2  10 11 2  10211 1011 2  10 11 2  10 11



1.37098 1.37098 1.37098 1.37098 1.37098 2  10112 10112  10 112  10 112  10112 1011



1.37098 1.37098 1.37098 1.37098 1.37098 1.37098 1.37098 2 10112 10112 10112 10 112  10 11 2.5 2 1.5 1 0.5 0 0



1  10 11



2  10 11



3 10 11



4 1011



1.37098 1.37098



1.37098 1.37098 1.37098 1.37098 2  10211  10 11 2 1011 2  10 11 2 10211  10 11 2 1011
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1.37098 1.37098



1.37098 1.37098 1.37098 1.37098 2  10211  10 11 2 1011 2  10 11 2 10211  10 11 2 1011



….100 generations later :



Final Optimal Values: a) Ns values



{23,23,23,23,23,23,23,23,23,23,23,23,23,23,23,23,23,23,23,23,23,23,23,23,23,23,23,23, 23,23} b) Df values



{1.38156,1.38156,1.38156,1.38156,1.38156,1.38156,1.38156,1.38156,1.38156,1.38156, 1.38156,1.38156,1.38156,1.38156,1.38156,1.38156,1.38156,1.38156,1.38156,1.38156,1 .38156,1.38156,1.38156,1.38156,1.38156,1.38156,1.38156,1.38156,1.38156,1.38156} c) K values



2.  10



11



11



11



11



11



11



11



11



11



11



11



11



11



11



11



11



11



11



2.  10 2.  10



, 2.  10 , 2.  10 , 2.  10



d) Fitness values 1.68021  10



, 2.  10 , 2.  10 , 2.  10



, 2.  10



, 2.  10



, 2.  10



, 2.  10



, 2.  10



, 2.  10



, 2.  10 , 2.  10 , 2.  10



11



, 2.  10



11



, 2.  10



11



, 2.  10



11



, 2.  10



11



, 2.  10



, 2.  10 , 2.  10



11



, 2.  10



15



15



15



15



15



15



15



15



14



15



15



8.40105  10



, 9.04729  10



, 8.40105  10 , 8.40105  10



, 9.04729  10 , 1.68021  10



, 9.04729  10 , 9.04729  10



,



11



, 2.  10



11



, 2.  10



14



, 8.40105  10



11



, 9.04729  10 , 8.40105  10



11



,



11



, 2.  10



, 2.  10 15



,



14



,



, 9.04729  10 , 1.68021  10



1



8.40105  1015, 8.40105  1015, 8.40105  1015, 9.04729  1015, 8.40105  1015, 8.40105  1015 , 8.40105  1015 , 9.04729  1015 15



8.40105  10



e) Min fitness



15



, 9.04729  10



15



, 8.40105  10



15



, 8.40105  10



15



, 8.40105  10



15



, 8.40105  10



15



, 9.04729  10



2.58494  1015 Thus we see that after a 100 iterations of genetic operations we reach accuracy of the order of 10-15.
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14



, 1.68021  10



Practical Applications Using this program we can obtain a definite value of Df for any suspension of fractal agglomerates. Using that we can calculate Brinkman factor β. Using β we can calculate the following things: 1. Drag force experienced by the Fractal agglomerates. 2. Perturbation of the velocity field of the suspension 3. Translational and Rotational velocities of the agglomerates 4. Effective viscosity of medium of suspension.



Using these above results we can predict: 1. Complete flow characteristics of the fractal agglomerates. 2. Fractal distribution and a measure of porosity. 3. Behavior of the agglomerates in a reaction 4. Rate of coagulation of the agglomerates
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